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3 Broadband Microfoundations: The Need for Tra�c Data 
Steven Bauer, David Clark, William Lehr

This chapter explains the importance of tra�c data in providing a richer picture of the overall state of

broadband networks. It begins with an overview of what tra�c data is generally available in networks,

how this data may prove important in answering questions that are relevant to the entire community

of stakeholders, and why collecting the data and making it more generally available is challenging. It

then considers how data focused on broadband availability and on adoption metrics is becoming less

informative as broadband penetration rises, and that network tra�c data will be central to

understanding and answering many of the questions relating to the health of the broadband access

market. To answer these questions, it will be helpful to learn more about the distribution of usage

across the user population, the characteristics of users that participate during peak periods of network

congestion, and the variance in usage and how it di�ers by type of user. The chapter concludes with a

discussion of open research questions and some of the interesting research e�orts that have been

initiated in recent years.

To date, most of the empirical e�ort to understand broadband service markets has focused on availability

and adoption metrics and data. Data of this sort is indeed valuable when the dominant policy questions

concern penetration and uptake. However, as broadband availability and penetration saturate, such data will

become less informative. The next set of questions, both for service providers and regulators, will center on

the continued health of the broadband access market: levels of investment, the competitive landscape, the

evolving de�nition of broadband, the degree of neutrality in consumer access, and the nature of

interconnection among providers. Our position is that network tra�c data will be central to understanding

and answering many of these questions. To answer these sorts of questions it will be helpful to know such

things as the distribution of usage across the user population, the characteristics of users that participate

during peak periods of network congestion, and the variance in usage and how it di�ers by type of user. This

data will help inform forecasts of capacity/infrastructure investment needs (e.g., how much bandwidth does

a subscriber need? How much sharing is feasible at which points in the network?), to understand ISP costs,

and to assess network management practices (e.g., tra�c engineering). Better tra�c data will provide

insights into consumer adoption decisions and the evaluation of product o�erings (e.g., how important are

peak rates versus average data rates?).
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Backgroundp. 52

The Internet is often compared to the network of highways, streets, and roads that make up the

transportation system. Both are vital infrastructures that provide businesses with access to materials and

markets, and provide people with access to goods, services, recreation, jobs, and each other. For

transportation networks, it is generally recognized that tra�c data (i.e., the volume of tra�c, congestion

information, incident reports, and so on) is as important to understanding the state of the network as is

information about where the roads or links actually are. The same is true for the Internet.

In transportation networks, tra�c data is valuable over both short time scales (e.g., allowing real-time

tra�c management to reroute commuters around a rush hour accident) and over longer time scales (e.g.,

for planning maintenance cycles and capacity expansion investments). During periods of congestion,

tra�c data and real-time tra�c management via lights, tolls, and special commuter lanes has proved

especially important in enabling more e�cient utilization of the existing transportation infrastructure.

Improving the e�ciency of the existing infrastructure delivers bene�ts in the form of reduced commute

times (contributing directly to labor productivity), improved safety, and reduced pollutant emissions

through intelligent tra�c management policies.

1

2

On the Internet, tra�c data is similarly important to network operations. Over short time scales ranging

from less than a second to hours or days, tra�c data is an input into systems (both automated and human-

centered) that make routing decisions (e.g., balancing loads across di�erent network links), identify

suspected or actual security or transmission failures, and implement tra�c management policies.  Over

longer time scales measuring months or years, tra�c data is vital to capacity planning and provisioning,

allowing capacity to be e�ciently installed in advance of demand, thereby better accommodating future

tra�c growth without congestion-related disruptions. Thus tra�c data is essential to almost all the

practical dimensions of network management and to the political, regulatory, and theoretical questions of

what constitutes good, acceptable, or socially desirable network management.

3

While tra�c conditions on the highway and roadways can be observed externally (via both technical sensors

and human observations), information about Internet tra�c and the level of congestion of the di�erent

autonomous networks that collectively compose the Internet is limited. While individual network operators

generally have a good idea about the state of their own networks, outside stakeholders have little visibility

into the state of tra�c on networks. Networks can be probed and tested by outside observers to derive some

measurements, but the scope and con�dence of such measurements is limited compared to the accuracy

and breadth of information available to network operators.

p. 53

The majority of users have very little visibility or understanding of what is happening to their tra�c once it

enters a network. Without better visibility, it is not surprising that there are widely diverging opinions about

the true state of networks. For example, what are the congestion and utilization levels now and in the

predictable future? What are the underlying cost structures for carrying tra�c and expanding capacity? Or,

what are the e�ects of di�erent tra�c management policies?4

The problem is that this limited visibility by outside stakeholders into the tra�c and congestion state of

networks makes it hard to have con�dence in the regulatory and investment decisions that a�ect such

networks. On the one hand, tra�c management policies that are e�cient and “fair”  could be disrupted or

private investments in expanding capacity could be deterred. On the other hand, network operators could be

exploiting their control to thwart or discourage disruptive new innovations and competitors (either

intentionally or accidentally).

5

Furthermore, in contrast to our transportation grids where most of the physical infrastructure (roads,

terminals, bridges) are publicly funded and managed, most of the physical infrastructure that composes the

Internet is investor-funded and privately managed. We rely chie�y on pro�t-motivated �rms and market

competition to direct resources to their best uses for the collective bene�t of society and the economy. For

markets to work e�ciently, they depend on the public availability of relevant market information to allow

buyers and sellers to formulate their strategic decision-making. For example, market participants need to

understand what they are purchasing or selling, between whom the exchanges are to occur, and the timing

and terms for market transactions. Markets generally work best when they are lightly regulated, so ensuring

that the appropriate information is produced by the market process presents an interesting challenge for

institutional design and incentive compatibility.6
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Our thesis is that better visibility by outside stakeholders into the tra�c data of networks is required to

improve the regulatory processes, investment/market decision-making, and technical research. More

generally, better visibility of what tra�c looks like in networks will promote understanding and trust

between what ultimately has to be a cooperative community of interconnecting and communicating parties.

At least some network operators are interested in sharing their internal data in order to facilitate this

process (see below). The challenges to making this happen are multidisciplinary: engaging aspects that are

technical (how to sample or share the potentially terabyte-sized data sets), analytic (how to compare and

combine data generated by di�erent measurement processes), policy-oriented (how to preserve the

privacy of individual subscribers), and business strategy related (how to protect competing providers’

business interests). Addressing these problems while still producing data capable of providing useful

insights into the important questions noted above is nontrivial and requires a multifaceted and process-

oriented approach that is capable of evolving as the Internet evolves.

p. 54

In the following sections we give an overview of what tra�c data is generally available in networks, how

this data may prove important in answering questions that are relevant to the entire community of

stakeholders, and why collecting the data and making it more generally available is challenging. We

conclude with a discussion of open research questions and a brief overview of some of the interesting

research e�orts that have been initiated in recent years.

Tra�ic Data

The amount of information that could be collected by network operators from their networks is enormous.

Individual network elements—which include routers, switches, servers, caches, and subscriber modems—

can report hundreds of di�erent statistics. With hundreds of thousands of elements in a network, and

millions of subscriber lines, the volume of potential data is enormous. For example, one network operator

we spoke with indicated that the total volume of data records could exceed three hundred terabytes of data a

year. Collecting and transporting the raw data in real time to the network operations center where it can be

processed, analyzed, and managed presents a di�cult challenge that incurs signi�cant operational costs.

Determining what data to archive and how to compress or summarize the data and manage access presents

complex statistical, logistical, and policy challenges.

In spite of the costs, network operators do systematically collect real-time tra�c data because it is essential

for successful network operation. The data is an input into strategic and operational decision-making

across virtually all ISP functions. The data informs decisions about the capacity of internal links, routing

policies, security policies, and interconnection contracting. It is used for high availability and disaster

recovery planning, for �nancial projections, employee evaluations, technical strategy discussions, and sales

and marketing. In larger network operations, there are specialized departments focused on managing the

collection and analysis of network tra�c data, and the sharing of relevant portions and views of the data

across the organization.

One of the most important uses for the tra�c data, after monitoring the health of the existing network, is

capacity planning. This is accomplished by studying the utilization of network links averaged over multiple

time intervals. The utilization data of a link is collected from a router using a protocol such as SNMP

(Simple Network Management Protocol). Figure 3-1 shows utilization graphs from one of the gigabit

Ethernet links connecting our lab to the main MIT campus network. Our lab sends more tra�c (top line)

than it receives (bottom solid color) because we host a number of popular sites including mirrors of

software distributions. One can see in the graph the diurnal variations in tra�c displayed. On the top are the

average bits per second and on the bottom are the average packets per second. Both are potentially

important statistics as a router can be congested because of the volume of data (each packet carrying the

maximum amount of data) or the number of packets (each packet could have little data but there could be

hundreds of thousands of packets). Congestion in most networks today is more likely related to excess

volume than excess packets.

p. 55
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Figure 3-1.

Measurement of bits per second.

For this particular link at MIT, there is no particular evidence of any persistent performance or congestion

problems. While we don’t display it here, the long-term trends on this link also don’t suggest congestion or

performance problems in the near future as there isn’t signi�cant growth in the aggregate tra�c levels.

However, if there were hints of impending tra�c congestion, other forms of data would be instrumental in

analyzing the causes and planning the course of action, and to understand trends, it would be necessary to

have time-series data documenting utilization across time.

p. 56

A network operator at our lab might �rst look at �ow-level details using data such as Net�ow records.

These records provide a way of looking inside the aggregate �ow to better understand what combinations of

edge sources and destinations (forming a tra�c matrix) are actually communicating. Such data is essential

to understanding whether peering or upstream connections should be modi�ed. For instance, this data

might indicate that our lab sent and received a signi�cant amount of tra�c to and from the Harvard

campus. Therefore we might be able to reduce the utilization on the loaded link by establishing a separate

direct peering connection to Harvard, thereby o�oading some tra�c to the new link (see Figure 3-2).

7

Figure 3-2.

Tra�ic matrixes derived from Netflow style data is one way of determining where peering links should be established.

Another way of reducing link utilization is to constrain the top contributors to tra�c on a link. Table 3-1 is a

list of top tra�c contributors, again derived from Net�ow data. At our lab this data is monitored primarily

to identify anomalous sources of tra�c such as hosts that have been infected and are unwittingly serving as
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bots or data depots for hackers. But given that it is a shared research network, disputes can arise as to what

constitutes acceptable use of network resources. These tools provide a way of objectively identifying “hot

spots” and measuring the impact of di�erent experiments, websites, and uses.

Table 3-1  Top Contributors to Tra�ic on the Csai Network for one Period in September

Rank Address Bit/sec
In

Bits/sec
Out

Pkts/sec
In

Pkts/sec
Out

Flows/sec
In

Flows/sec
Out

1 carver.debian.org 128.31.0.50 (1 sample) 60.0 M 1.4 M 6.3 k 3.2 k 223.3 m 233.3 m

2 infmite-state.csail.mit.edu 128.30.24.177
(1 sample)

48.2 M 1.3 M 4.1 k 2.1 k 3.3 m 3.3 m

3 rore.debian.org 128.31.0.49 (1 sample) 38.1 M 735.2 k 4.1 k 463.3 29.7 28.9

4 mosdef.w3.org 128.30.55.83 (4 samples) 35.4 M 573.8 k 3.1 k 1.3 k 10.8 m 10.0 m

5 newsswitch.csail.mit.edu 128.30.2.35 (37
samples)

18.1 M 7.6 M 1.9 k 1.7 k 241.5 m 240.9 m

6 thursday.csail.mit.edu 128.30.100.224 (1
sample)

10.2 M 200.7 k 897.9 463.8 13.3 m 23.3 m

7 30-7-158.wireless.csail.mit.edu
128.30.7.158(3 samples)

4.6 M 71.2 k 390.7 184.9 250.0 m 248.9 m

8 planetlab3.csail.mit.edu 128.31.1.13 (37
samples)

4.1 M 3.5 M 956.2 957.6 85.9 93.5

9 mdemaine.csail.mit.edu 128.30.48.115 (2
samples)

3.4 M 57.3 k 300.5 109.3 1.4 1.4

10 xyz.csail.mit.edu 128.31.0.28 (19 samples) 3.3 M 3.7 M 504.7 514.5 1.7 2.1

Another way in which detailed tra�c data is employed is to examine what protocols and applications are

being used on a network. This data is signi�cantp. 57

both to identify anomalies (a signi�cant rise or drop in any category might indicate a problem) and to

understand and predict future tra�c growth. (Figure 3-3 shows a sample of the protocols in use on our lab

network.) Particularly as new video-centric applications and services become morep. 58

Figure 3-3.

Top contributors to tra�ic on CSAILs lab network for one period in September 2009.
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popular, monitoring their adoption will be crucial to capacity planning.  Many of the emerging applications

transmit their data over random ports or standard web ports (thereby mixing in with other types of web

tra�c) so Net�ow data records may become less useful for monitoring the adoption of “new” applications

over time. Other tools and measurement devices—often referred to as Deep Packet Inspection or DPI—

enable more detailed tra�c analysis on a per �ow or per packet basis. These techniques seek to classify

tra�c �ows by looking at other information both within the packets and other predictable signatures such

as the pattern of communication (bytes transmitted during the initial connection handshake, and so on).

8

9

While individual ISPs collect such data on their networks, they have little insight into the detailed tra�c

patterns on other networks, even ones they may be directly connected to. In spite of the need for such data

to monitor the macro-economic health and direction of the broadband marketplace, such data is not readily

available publicly. A notable exception is the excellent collaborative research project among ISPs that has

been underway in Japan since 2004.  That project represents the most advanced publicly reported

broadband data project undertaken to date—seven large ISPs, carrying roughly 40 percent of Japanese

tra�c, contributed summary data on tra�c characteristics at least twice yearly since 2004. This data

o�ered a compelling picture of the growth and distribution of broadband tra�c as experienced in Japan.

10

p. 59

While there are many di�erent interesting details that emerged from their work, we highlight some here to

give concrete examples of how tra�c data connects to important macro-economic issues. Unsurprisingly,

the transition to broadband has fundamentally changed tra�c patterns on the Internet. The e�ects of this

transformation are sometimes obvious, but also sometimes surprising. For many years, the peak usage

periods of access networks (which generally serve both residential and commercial customers) were during

the business day. However, for at least the last several years, the peak usage hours of many access networks

are in the evening, roughly between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. (see Figure 3-4). This is important for understanding

the economics of networks as the previously o�-peak residential customers used to more easily “�t” in the

pipes that had been provisioned for the peak-using commercial users. Now, however, the usage patterns of

the residential customers are often driving the provisioning decisions of network providers.  This has

obvious implications for cost sharing and service pricing.

11

Figure 3-4.

Residential broadband tra�ic in May 2005 (top) and May 2008 (bottom) as measured in Japan.

Source: Cho, 2008.

The Minnesota Internet Tra�c Studies (MINTS), run by Andrew Odlyzko at the University of Minnesota, has

been monitoring tra�c growth

levels on networks for a number of years.  The tra�c data in his study is derived from publicly available

data sources such as peering points and sites, such as universities, that post information about their tra�c.

Most of his data comes directly from Multi Router Tra�c Grapher (MRTG) and Round Robin Database (RRD)

graphs (very similar to the previous �gures in this chapter). The raw data used to generate the graphs would

be even more informative and presumably preferred by most analysts, but most sites do not make it

p. 60 12
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available. The MINTS data shows that the aggregate level of tra�c continues to grow at double-digit rates,

recently averaging around 50–60 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) per year (see Figure 3-5).

While these growth rates are impressive, they are substantially lower than the rates widely cited in the trade

press over the years.

13

14

Figure 3-5.

2008 tra�ic growth rates from publicly observed sites in the MINTS tra�ic study.

Kenjiro Cho et al. (2006) used the Japanese ISP data to investigate how the mix of applications on broadband

networks is changing. Addressing one of the most signi�cant questions for the near-term tra�c growth—

the macro-level impact of video—Cho noted that “the current tra�c is heavily a�ected by an eruption of

peer-to-peer applications but the crust underneath is also slowly rising with video and other rich media

content. The crustal movement is slow at the macro level so that it is unlikely to cause a major quake in the

near future.”  This is a good metaphor as the increasingly15

popular video tra�c does not pose an imminent threat to the stability of the Internet, but the growth in

video tra�c will be signi�cant, eventually fundamentally reshaping the tra�c mix on broadband networks.

This will have unmistakable economic impacts on regulatory policy, innovation in new applications and

services, competition, and the value chain of network vendors and suppliers.

p. 61

The �nal question on which existing public data sheds some light is the distribution of tra�c among

subscribers on a network. This is signi�cant because networks are shared resources where not all tra�c

demands can necessarily be simultaneously satis�ed. So there is a very basic question as to what constitutes

fair sharing of a network. Users are sometimes categorized as exhibiting “heavy” versus “regular” or

“light” usage patterns. The relationship between the aggregate volumes of tra�c a subscriber sends or

receives and their contribution to congestion (in terms of causing packets to be dropped) is not always clear.

It is possible that a “heavy user” does not disproportionately contribute to either packet dropping

congestion or to usage during the aggregate peaks on a network. What is clear though is that there are very

large di�erences in the volume of tra�c sent and received by di�erent subscribers. While most users may

download less than two gigabytes of tra�c in a month, the top users on a system can easily exceed one

hundred gigabytes. Figure 3-6 displays the average daily inbound and outbound tra�c per user on a �ber

network in Japan measured over a week in 2008. Each dot represents one user.
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Figure 3-6.

Correlation of daily inbound and outbound tra�ic volumes per user in one Japanese metropolitan prefecture for a fiber optic
network in 2008. Each dot above the dashed line represents users that sent more than 100 megabytes of tra�ic in a day.

Source: Cho, 2008.

As peak rates increase, and hence the possibility for sending and receiving ever larger amounts of tra�c

grows, there exists the potential for an increasing divergence between the volumes of tra�c that di�erent

segments of the market send and receive.  This is not problematic in and of itself. A challenge will arise,

however, if these very di�erent usage patterns are associated with di�erent underlying cost structures

either in terms of the congestion they contribute to or in terms of the variable costs their usage incurs (e.g.,

transit charges from an upstream network provider).

p. 62

16

The Importance of Tra�ic Data

The previous section provides just a sample of the extensive history in the networking community on

research detailing the technical behavior of networks. Indeed, the properties of individual links, paths,

hosts, and networks have been extensively analyzed. While these measurements have served the purpose for

which they were designed, connecting these technical details and data to inform the economic, regulatory,

and policy challenges of networking is a relatively new challenge.17

What are missing in most regions of the world are collections of data and measurements that provide a

richer picture of the overall state of networks. As demonstrated, this is data that broadband providers

routinely collect and analyze in their individual network operations centers, but is rarely understood or

shared with the wider community, including other operators. By aggregating views of multiple individual

networks, a picture of the issues, opportunities, and problems confronting both individual networks and the

collection of networks that comprise the Internet  can be developed while still protecting the

con�dentiality of individual network operators and subscribers.

18

In particular we see this data as important to establishing tra�c trends, growth, and characterizations at

both the aggregate and subscriber level; vital inputs into a data-driven discussion of network management

practices; promoting public and industry awareness of the challenges, successes, and opportunities in the

broadband marketplace; and assisting in diagnosing and understanding tra�c problems and phenomena.

Broadband tra�c characterization. Data about broadband and network tra�c is needed to develop

representative aggregate and subscriber tra�c models that are used to analyze and forecast market trends

and plan network provisioning and management. While aggregate growth statistics indicating the total

volume of Internet tra�c or subscribership are clearly important and regularly cited in company annual

reports, municipal broadband plans, policy debates, research papers, and the popular press, more detailed

and less aggregated data are needed to understand the composition of the aggregates, to identify local

phenomena, and to discern the drivers and relationships among the subcomponents. Data on top-line

growth alone is not adequate to address questions about the changing mix of applications (e.g., peer-to-

peer versus streaming video), di�erences in platform technologies (e.g., cable modem versus DSL versus

wireless), or changes over time (in response to changing technology, network architecture, or the industry

ecosystem). Data to allow the decomposition of aggregate growth are needed for the development of rich

p. 63
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future scenarios and to support �exible “what-if” analyses. User tra�c data is needed to understand

“within” and “across” user tra�c distributions (e.g., how do subscriber usage patterns vary across

subscribers and across time?). When linked to cost and revenue data, representative tra�c data underlies a

fuller understanding of broadband economics.

Tra�c diagnosis. Better tra�c data will enable the analysis of signi�cant tra�c events. A number of

organizations currently produce analyses based upon their view of both public and private data. These

include analyses of the e�ects of the de-peering incidents,  signi�cant cable cuts,  routing incidents,

major media events,  and security incidents.  Each of these provides important lessons learned in terms of

understanding the actual and potential e�ects of the incidents and also learning how they might be

prevented in the future. More tra�c data would provide a richer picture of the e�ects of these incidents on

communications, business, and users.

19 20 21

22 23

Tra�c management. Representative tra�c samples and broadband tra�c models will prove useful in

enhancing simulations and in testing network management approaches, including congestion management

strategies.

This is particularly important now since access providers have met with opposition, from a mix of

stakeholders, to the deployment of network devices that implement a variety of congestion management

policies.  These policies often change the network resource allocations that would result from the

distributed actions of host applications and TCP stacks. While the result is certainly di�erent than what

would occur without these devices, it is not de facto unfair or welfare reducing. However, the wider Internet

community might regard it as unfair or ine�cient depending upon the policies that are implemented.

24

25

Promoting public and industry awareness of the challenges, successes, and opportunities in broadband. There is a

lack of awareness across the Internet value chain and within the wider community of the challenges posed

for infrastructure investment, especially in last-mile networks, from Internet tra�c growth. In 2004, as

part of the Broadband Working Group in the MIT Communications Futures Program (a collaborative e�ort

with academic and industry partners from across the broadband value chain) we examined what we termed

the broadband incentive problem—the challenge of incentivizing ISPs to continue investing in expanded

capacity in the face of rising tra�c-related costs.  As household subscribership approaches saturation,

the growth in access revenues priced at a �at monthly rate per subscriber line will slow, but aggregate tra�c

will continue to grow. Reduced investment by ISPs in expanding network capacity poses a threat to

innovative, high-bandwidth uses of the Internet. How best to resolve this quandary is a challenge for the

entire Internet value chain and will likely require a mix of new investment, new usage and pricing models,

and better network management.

p. 64 26

Evaluating the economic health of the broadband marketplace is also important. There is a growing research

literature documenting the economic bene�ts of the Internet and broadband for employment and

productivity.  More granular data about subscriber usage patterns would help improve these studies and

o�er insight into how best to promote universal adoption and how best to target public broadband funds.

27

28

Public tra�c data also would o�er a perspective on where the opportunities in broadband are. In the future,

understanding where broadband service is available and which households are subscribers will become less

interesting relative to questions about how broadband is being used to support novel applications directed

at improving education, health care, business processes, entertainment, and communication. Which

regions are leading and lagging in the adoption of these innovations will be of general interest.29

Challenges

In this section we discuss some of the challenges of collecting an appropriate multi-ISP tra�c data set. One

of the primary challenges is that the data requirements evolve over time as the measurement infrastructure

changes (both in terms of measurement locations and methodology), the questions asked of the data

change (requiring more granular or detailed data on a particular topic), and legal and regulatory obligations

are modi�ed (changing what can or must be collected). Thus the institutional frameworks put in place to

gather data must be �exible and able to accommodate changes. This is nontrivial because forging even

temporary agreement on a methodology requires the assent of the technical, legal, and management teams

of all participating organizations.30
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Technical challenges. All the typical technical challenges associated with data collection arise: missing data,

spurious data, missing metadata, and ambiguous �elds. Data can and is commonly lost as systems are

moved, upgraded, and recon�gured. If a data collection process for a network temporarily fails, it is often

impossible to restore past data.31

Varying network measurement methodologies are common over time, across ISPs and measurement

equipment providers, and even within a single provider’s network because the provider may have a mix

of vendor equipment and legacy systems. The precise location of tra�c probes in a network determines

what tra�c is measured. In the case of analysis boxes (or DPI)  that identify applications and protocols, the

choice of equipment vendor and the rules in e�ect at any point in time (i.e., what measurement options are

set and the current generation of vendor software) have a considerable impact on how tra�c is classi�ed

(e.g., how much tra�c may be classi�ed as “other”). Because tra�c classi�cation techniques di�er across

equipment vendors, one could expect di�erent tra�c classi�cation results even for an identical stream of

tra�c. While we are not aware of any systematic study of the di�erences, the network operators we have

spoken to indicate that such di�erences are common.

p. 65

32

The sheer size of the data sets can also present challenges. Depending on the ISP, the data sets may range

from small comma-separated data �les of less than one megabyte in size to specialized databases that

collect hundreds of terabytes of data a year. Large data sets often dictate that sampling procedures be

employed otherwise even basic queries can take hours to run. One network operator we spoke with indicated

that, in their initial data collection setup, running a database query at the same time as data was being

collected was impossible.

Analytic challenges. An area of particular interest is how to match tra�c characterizations with other types

of data in ways that allow analysts to better understand aggregate and per-user behavior while protecting

against ex post-user identi�cation (a challenge we discuss below). There is a great deal of information that

would be desirable to collect and compare but that, in practice, is challenging to acquire. For instance, to

better understand the drivers of user behavior, it would be desirable to understand what other services

(telephony, video, premium video, and so on) a subscriber takes, the advertised service characteristics (peak

rate, service pricing, and so on) of each subscriber, subscription timing (when was service �rst initiated,

when changed, when terminated), geographic location data about the subscribers, and other types of

demographic data.33

At least in some providers’ networks, it is hard to bring together service plan information with usage data.

Not only are the databases physically separate, they also reside in separate organizational units within the

business. Even the internal analysis teams are stymied at times when they seek to match usage and service

description data. It is also challenging to answer some analytic questions for technical reasons. If one

wanted to analyze how tra�c demands shifted immediately following a capacity upgrade, it is di�cult in

practice to identify the precise timing for when the upgrade took e�ect for an individual subscriber. Just

because a subscriber has been authorized to utilize higher peak sending and receiving rates, the subscriber

may not have rebooted their modem to pick up the new settings and hence would still be running with

older and slower rates until they do.

p. 66

Even once data is collected, analysis is complicated because there are no generally accepted “correct”

metrics for many of the questions that come up in discussion of tra�c data. In a related paper,  we

presented several di�erent de�nitions for congestion and recounted some of the intellectual history in the

evolution of thinking about congestion to suggest the importance of this complexity. Each metric has

implications and is important in particular contexts, but can be misleading if not understood properly.

34

As another example, consider the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) report

that documents the “fastest advertised broadband speeds” per country in 2008 (see Figure 3-7). What is

advertised is technically very di�erent in di�erent countries, rendering cross-country comparisons of even

something as seemingly straightforward as peak advertised rates di�cult. For example, for similar

technologies or services, the rates that are advertised in Japan and the United States are di�erent. For

example, the Japanese advertise a maximum peak rate of 160 Mbps that is not achievable in practice.35
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Figure 3-7.

OECD data from September 2008 on the fastest advertised broadband speeds using cable (in Mbps).

Legal challenges. The privacy implications of measuring individual subscriber behaviors must be carefully

managed. There are obvious concerns that detailed information may enable socially undesirable forms of

discrimination. Thus, there is a growing awareness that Internet tra�c data needs to be managed so as to

respect and protect subscriber privacy. Today, there are

no clear or universally accepted norms or rules for protecting user data on the Internet. This is an active and

important area of ongoing research.

p. 67
36

Even in the absence of consensus on norms or rules,  ISPs have brand images to protect from perceptions

that they may have inadequately protected subscriber privacy or misused subscriber data (regardless of

whether any such perceptions are well-founded).  Thus, addressing concerns about protecting individual

subscriber data are very important in generating support for the collection and sharing of appropriate public

data. One of the bene�ts of pooling data from multiple ISPs is that it provides additional options for

preserving provider and subscriber con�dentiality, while enabling su�ciently rigorous and detailed

sampling to obtain statistically accurate tra�c characterizations.

37

38

For academic researchers, many universities, including MIT, require that all a�liated personnel that are

engaged in research involving human subjects submit their proposal to an institutional review board (IRB)

that has the responsibility to con�rm that the research is in compliance with federal regulations designed to

protect human subjects from harm that may arise as a consequence of the proposed research. Risks to

individual privacy are one of the potential harms that the IRB process is intended to address. While the

original focus of these rules was on humans engaged in medical research, prompted by several well-known

cases of abuse,  the IRB process has now been extended to all research involving human subjects. This

process provides an additional layer of protection to ensure adequate privacy protection. There are a variety

of techniques including sampling design and anonymization that may be used to ensure that the data that is

collected does not include any personally identi�able information (PII).

39

40

Business challenges. As noted earlier, the e�ciency of markets depends on the availability of adequate

information to key stakeholders (buyers and sellers). There is a rich economics literature documenting the

importance of private and asymmetric information, and its potential to e�ect the allocation of resources

and pro�ts.  The fact that better tra�c data may make the Internet ecosystem more competitive and

e�cient means that such data is inherently strategic. Better tra�c data may allow an ISP to better plan its

investments and target its service o�erings to capture market share from other providers.

41

We believe e�orts to collect data would be most successful if the data is voluntarily supplied. While the data

could be compelled, using strong regulation to collect or force disclosure of the data would introduce

regulatory costs (e.g., direct overhead as well as distorting incentives) and rigidities (technology evolves

faster than regulations). If successful mechanisms can be crafted to make sharing the data incentive

compatible, we believe the result will be to get more granular, timely, and better data publicly available

sooner and at a lower total cost to stakeholders.42

There is also a free-rider problem that will need to be addressed. Even if one accepts the value of better

public information on tra�c, most folks would be happier if they can derive those bene�ts without having

p. 68
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Notes

to pay the costs of making the data available. While this will pose a challenge, it is hardly a new challenge or

one limited to the problem of Internet tra�c data, and so there are a host of well-known approaches for

addressing this challenge. We expect that industry associations, consortia, and standardization bodies may

play useful roles in �guring out how to resolve these issues.

Conclusion

In the initial phase of broadband Internet access, the focus of policy-makers and many researchers has been

on ensuring universal availability and adoption of broadband service. As broadband subscribership

saturates, broadband infrastructure continues to evolve (e.g., toward much higher potential peak rates,

toward mobile broadband, and so on), and the applications enabled by broadband become more widely

relied upon (e.g., interactive rich multimedia applications), questions about how broadband is being used

will be increasingly of interest. To properly address such questions, we will need much better insight into

Internet tra�c (its growth, statistical characterization, drivers, and so on) over both short (operational)

and longer (investment) time frames.

We have argued in this chapter that tra�c data will be central to monitoring and resolving the inevitable

tussles of this next stage of development. Given that such data is not publicly visible, the cooperation of

network operators is essential. We are optimistic that the challenges of sharing tra�c data can be

addressed. The technical community (including academics, operators, vendors, and interested individuals)

has a long history of collaborating through institutions such as the IETF,  NANOG (and its equivalents in

other regions),  and other forums. A similar cooperative capacity can be developed which produces data

about tra�c on the Internet.

43

44

While we have a clear understanding of why such tra�c data is important now, we also recognize the

importance of collecting data in anticipation of future use. In “Looking Over the Fence at Networks: A

Neighbor’s View of Networking Research” it was noted that “good data outlives bad theory.”  Data can be

useful to later generations of researchers in ways not yet understood. The report noted the heavy

dependence of the scienti�c community’s knowledge and understanding of climate change on a record of

atmospheric carbon dioxide measurements that Charles David Keeling started collecting on Mauna Loa in

1957. An analogous historical data set of tra�c data for the Internet might be similarly important for future

networking research providing a baseline for evaluating the large-scale impact of both evolutionary and

revolutionary changes in the Internet.
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